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    Distinguishing between Common Rail (CR) 
and Unit Injector (PD)

    Applicable to certain Volkswagen AG model series with 2.0 TDI engines


    
        
        Several Audi, Seat, Skoda and VW model series with 2.0 TDI engines use both CR and PD ("Pumpe-Düse" / Unit injector) technology.
        

        
            RaceChip chip tuning is specially customized to the applicable fuel injection technology with respect to
            both hardware and software. If your vehicle is specified in the list of applicable models below (all other
            2.0 TDI models feature just one type of technology), it is important to determine, before choosing a tuning
            product, which type of injection technology is installed in your vehicle. For such models, you will
            therefore find the “CR” or “PD” designation after your engine code.
        

    


    
        	Performance	The following Volkswagen Group model series are applicable:	Engine code CR	Engine code PD
	100kW (136hp)	
                    Audi: A3 (8P), A6 (C6)

                    VW: Golf Plus, Jetta V, Passat B6
                	CAGB, CBAA, CFFA	AZV, BMA, BNA, BRF
	103kW (140hp)	
                    Audi: A3 (8P)

                    Seat: Altea (5P)

                    Skoda: Octavia (1Z), Superb (3T)

                    VW: Caddy (2K, 2C), Eos (1F), Golf V,

                    Golf VI, Jetta V, Passat B6, Touran (1T)
                	
                    CBAB, CBDB, CFFB,

                    CFHC, CJAA, CLCB,

                    CLJA
                	BKD, BKP, BMM, BMP


        
       If your vehicle is in this list and you are not sure if it is a CR or PD version, then simply follow one of the following steps to identify CR or PD technology.
        

    


    
        Using the engine code:

        
            For PD models, the engine code consists of 3 characters, while for CR there are 4 characters. You can find your vehicle’s engine code in the specification sheet in your service booklet or on the data sticker in your engine bay.
        

    


    
        Using engine images for CR and PD:

        
            Common rail (CR)

        

        
            Unit injector (PD)

        

    

    
        
            
                Common rail engine, traverse
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                Common rail engine, longitudinal 
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                Pumpe-Düse (PD, unit injector) engine, traverse
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                Pumpe-Düse (PD, unit injector) engine, longitudinal
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        Using our customer service:

        
            If the tips above have not clarified the technology type, then please contact our Customer Service department. We will be happy to help.
            Contact
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    Distinguishing between Common Rail (CR) 
and Unit Injector (PD)

    Applicable to certain Volkswagen AG model series with 2.0 TDI engines


    
        
        Several Audi, Seat, Skoda and VW model series with 2.0 TDI engines use both CR and PD ("Pumpe-Düse" / Unit injector) technology.
        

        
            RaceChip chip tuning is specially customized to the applicable fuel injection technology with respect to
            both hardware and software. If your vehicle is specified in the list of applicable models below (all other
            2.0 TDI models feature just one type of technology), it is important to determine, before choosing a tuning
            product, which type of injection technology is installed in your vehicle. For such models, you will
            therefore find the “CR” or “PD” designation after your engine code.
        

    


    
        	Performance	The following Volkswagen Group model series are applicable:	Engine code CR	Engine code PD
	100kW (136hp)	
                    Audi: A3 (8P), A6 (C6)

                    VW: Golf Plus, Jetta V, Passat B6
                	CAGB, CBAA, CFFA	AZV, BMA, BNA, BRF
	103kW (140hp)	
                    Audi: A3 (8P)

                    Seat: Altea (5P)

                    Skoda: Octavia (1Z), Superb (3T)

                    VW: Caddy (2K, 2C), Eos (1F), Golf V,

                    Golf VI, Jetta V, Passat B6, Touran (1T)
                	
                    CBAB, CBDB, CFFB,

                    CFHC, CJAA, CLCB,

                    CLJA
                	BKD, BKP, BMM, BMP


        
       If your vehicle is in this list and you are not sure if it is a CR or PD version, then simply follow one of the following steps to identify CR or PD technology.
        

    


    
        Using the engine code:

        
            For PD models, the engine code consists of 3 characters, while for CR there are 4 characters. You can find your vehicle’s engine code in the specification sheet in your service booklet or on the data sticker in your engine bay.
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                Common rail engine, longitudinal 
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                Pumpe-Düse (PD, unit injector) engine, traverse
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                Pumpe-Düse (PD, unit injector) engine, longitudinal
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        Using our customer service:

        
            If the tips above have not clarified the technology type, then please contact our Customer Service department. We will be happy to help.
            Contact
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Get more range for your electric vehicle.                    
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                        Our products are winner of multiple reviews and tests
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    Select your car
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    Take your car to the next level!

    You are not just driving your car to get from A to B and long, winding roads make your heart leap? We are glad you found us. We will help you to unlock your engine’s optimal performance and make sure that you will never want to get out of your car again.





    
        Take your ride to the next level!

        
           You are not just driving your car to get from A to B and long, winding roads make
               your heart leap? We are glad you found us. We will help you to unlock your engine’s maximum
            performance and make sure that you will never want to get out of your car again.
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                        Up to 30% more HP and torque
                        RaceChip performance optimisation unlocks up to 30 % more power.
                            ALL ABOUT CHIP TUNING
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                        Engine warranty included
                        Thanks to our comprehensive engine warranty you and your ride are
                            protected. MORE INFORMATION
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                        Up to 20% more MPG
                        The significant increase in torque enables earlier shifts which leads
                            to less consumption. ALL DETAILS
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                        Simple Plug & Play installation
                        In most cases you can do the installation yourself within 15 minutes. MORE ABOUT INSTALLATION
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						Breathe new life into your car.
					

						
							Perfomance:
							245 PS (Stock)*
							RACE CHIP+55 PS
						
	
							Torque:
							370 NM (Stock)*
							RACE CHIP+50 NM
						
	
							100-200 km/h:
							RACE CHIP12,12s
							16,05s (Stock)
						


					*Manufacturer's rating

					
						The RaceChip in action

						
							In action
						
						
							Compare the performance and acceleration of the VW Golf VIII GTI before and after tuning.
						

					

				


				

			

		
	
			
				
					
						Breathe new life into your car.
					

						
							Perfomance:
							510 PS (Stock)*
							RACE CHIP+102 PS
						
	
							Torque:
							650 NM (Stock)*
							RACE CHIP+100 NM
						
	
							100-200 km/h:
							RACE CHIP6,95s
							8,27s (Stock)
						


					*Manufacturer's rating

					
						The RaceChip in action

						In action
						
							Compare the performance and acceleration of the BMW M3 Competition xDrive before and after tuning.
						

					

				


				

			

		
	
			
				
					
						Breathe new life into your car.
					

						
							Perfomance:
							204 PS (Stock)*
							RACE CHIP+31 PS
						
	
							Torque:
							275 NM (Stock)*
							RACE CHIP+87 NM
						
	
							100-200 km/h:
							RACE CHIP17,11s
							19,92s (Stock)
						


					*Manufacturer's rating

					
						The RaceChip in action

						
							In action
						
						
							Compare the performance and acceleration of the Hyundai i20N before and after tuning.
						

					

				

				

			

		







    
        
            
                How chip tuning works

            

        
    

    
        
            
                Our range of chip tuning products
from N/A Euro

            

        
    

    
        
            
                Better throttle response with
throttle tuning

            

        
    






    

    

        
        
            
                New videos every month!
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                    Subscribe to our YouTube channel to get insights and stories about RaceChip on a
                        regular basis!

                

                
                    Subscribe now
                

            

        


        
        

            Newsletter
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                Subscribe to the RaceChip newsletter to benefit from exclusive offers and be informed of our
                    latest news.
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        Questions and answers about chip tuning and RaceChip

        A conversation with RaceChip founder Manuel Götz

    

    
        Why do engine tuning at all?

        
            Driving is so much more than just a practical way of getting from A to B. Cars can be so exciting and if they’re set up right, they can give us a real thrill when we’re driving. As chip tuners, we’re driven by a passion; everyone should have the opportunity to experience the improved acceleration and better driving dynamics that come from engine tuning. That’s why RaceChip’s state-of-the art electronic tuning is available for almost all manufacturers and modern engines.
        


        What exactly is chip tuning?

        
            Chip tuning is the latest form of electronic engine tuning. A device is installed between the engine’s ECU and the sensors – it’s a kind of mini-computer, if you like (which is why some people say digital tuning) which improves the parameters set by the manufacturer.
            

            RaceChip tuning boxes run with our own software that we modify to work with each engine so that it optimizes the electronic signals to and from the engine. We conduct extensive bench-testing with different motors until we’ve got optimum results. The RaceChip mostly modifies the signals to the injection system and taps into engine reserves built in by the manufacturer. You can make the most of your car’s potential performance.
            

            Our method of engine tuning uses the same principle of electronic enhancement that the manufacturers use to differentiate between models that use the same engine block. For example, almost all current BMW 4-cylinder engines use the same 2-liter block but have very different outputs thanks to changes in the ECU.
            

            Chip tuning is possible with any forced induction direction injection engine, regardless of whether it’s a turbocharger or a supercharger doing the forcing. That means we can get more performance from almost any turbo diesel (both common rail and pump-nozzle) or blown petrol engine.
        


        How much more power can I get with chip tuning?

        
            Significantly more: depending on the engine in your vehicle and the RaceChip model you choose, you can get up to  30% more power and 30% more torque. And our chip tuning always stays well within the reserves built into an engine.
        

        Is there a RaceChip for my vehicle?

        
            Almost certainly. RaceChip has developed chip boxes with dedicated software for more than 3,000 models from over 60 manufacturers.
        


        How does chip tuning differ from remapping / OBD tuning?

        
            Chip tuning (via a power box) works without changing the manufacturer's hardware and software; all the systems protecting the engine remain intact, you can easily install the box yourself, and your vehicle can be restored completely to the factory settings.
            

            OBD (on-board diagnostics) tuning accesses the manufacturer's settings for the engine management and electronics systems, and changes them, usually permanently. Installation generally involves significant cost and cannot be reversed completely.
        


        Is RaceChip engine tuning guaranteed to be safe?

        
            Yes- It’s simple, tested and safe. The gains from RaceChip tuning are always well within the vehicle’s performance reserves. There are no physical changes made to the engine. We only make use of the thermal and mechanical reserves built into every production engine.
            

            RaceChip offers a warranty of up to 2 years on the major engine components (e.g. turbocharger) and ancillary parts (e.g. gearbox) and a product guarantee of up to 5 years on the chip box itself.
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            Find the right RaceChip 
for your vehicle
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Choose your car
        

        
            Any questions?


+49 7161 1584 999 *
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            +49 7161 1584 999*
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* Normal landline and mobile phone charges apply
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    Optimum
performance
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    Lower fuel
consumption
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    Chip tuning from the
market leader

    We are
market leader
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    Up to 2 years
engine warranty

    Guarantee
included
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    Quality and technology
Made in Stuttgart, Germany

    Made in
Germany
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    Simple
self-installation

    Simple
installation
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    RaceChip worldwide
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    RaceChip optimizes:

    
                	Alfa Romeo
	Alpina
	Audi
	BMW
	Cadillac
	Chevrolet
	Chrysler
	Citroen


                	Dacia
	Daewoo
	Dodge
	Fiat
	Ford
	Honda
	Hyundai
	Infiniti


                	Isuzu
	Iveco
	Jaguar
	Jeep
	Kia
	Lancia
	Land Rover
	Lexus


                	Maserati
	Mazda
	Mercedes
	Mini
	Mitsubishi
	Nissan
	Opel
	Peugeot


                	Porsche
	Renault
	Saab
	Seat
	Skoda
	Smart
	SsangYong
	Subaru


                	Suzuki
	Tata
	Toyota
	Vauxhall
	Volvo
	VW


            



    
    
        
    

        





	
		
			
				
					
						
							
								Technology in harmony with your vehicle
								for a seamless driving experience
							

							Thanks to the intelligent integration and monitoring of important engine parameters, the latest product generation is a milestone and sets standards in function and safety, while the SMART features ensure seamless integration and enable additional safety features.
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									SMART Warm-Up Features
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									SMART Engine Health Check
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									SMART Installation Check
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											SMART WARM-UP

											Introducing a revolutionary feature that takes your driving experience to the next level - the Smart Warm-Up! 
Our cutting-edge technology checks your vehicle's warm-up process based on coolant or oil temperature and activates the tuning function only if your engine is warm enough. Say goodbye to the old-fashioned timer approach.
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											SMART HEALTH CHECK

											Your vehicle's well-being is our top priority, and we're thrilled to unveil a game-changing function that puts you in control - the Engine Health Check.
The Engine Health Check is a cutting-edge diagnostic feature designed to provide you with real-time insights into your vehicle's vital signs. Think of it as a comprehensive health report for your engine, ensuring that your ride stays in peak condition.
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											SMART INSTALLATION CHECK

											With the brand new RaceChip installation check, you can check the installation of your performance upgrade for correctness before starting the engine for the first time. Thanks to our cooperation with the Carista app, you can also read out and analyze existing errors.

										

									


								
									SMART Warm-Up

									SMART Health Check

									SMART Installation Check
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								An app ahead with RaceChip.
								The future of chip tuning.
							

							The RaceChip app lets you set up your car as you want; just select the tuning stage from your smartphone. The app can also deactivate the RaceChip, returning the car to stock tune. App control for your RaceChip is available for just N/A EUR.
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								3 distinct performance modes
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								Adjustable warm-up timer
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								Individual fine tuning mappings
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								Automatic updates
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								Advanced service features
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								Integration with RaceChip XLR
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											Control your RaceChip via bluetooth

											The chip communicates with the RaceChip app via Bluetooth and enables you to easily control the performance increase by choosing between 3 tuning modes from your smartphone: Efficiency for saving fuel in urban traffic, Sport for improved mid-range flexibility on open roads, Race for maximum performance.
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											3 distinct performance modes

											Use the RaceChip app to choose between 3 tuning modes; Efficiency for saving fuel in urban traffic, Sport for improved mid-range flexibility on open roads, Race for maximum performance.
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											Real pros warm up first

											It’s better for the engine if it is allowed to warm up properly before being asked to deliver maximum performance. The warm-up timer puts the upgraded performance on tap only after the engine has reached working temperature, reducing wear.
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											Individual fine tuning mappings

											The RaceChip comes from the factory with the right map for your engine. Should this initial configuration not meet your expectations, our customer service is able to further adapt the settings of the 3 distinct driving modes Efficiency, Sport and Race to the performance characteristics of your engine. The new parameters will then simply be transferred from the app to your RaceChip.
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											Automatic updates

											The RaceChip app means you can download the latest version of our optimisation software. The app installs it on the RaceChip automatically.
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											Control RaceChip XLR
from the app

											Combine chiptuning and throttle tuning to maximise driving enjoyment. Both devices can be controlled from the app.

										

									


							

						

					


					
						Free app download:
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							Choose
							

							

						

					


					
						Compatible smartphones

						
							
								Apple operating system

								The RaceChip+ app is compatible with all Apple smartphones that are equipped with at least Bluetooth 4.0 and run iOS 12 or higher.

							

							
								Android operating system

								The RaceChip+ app is compatible with smartphones equipped with at least Bluetooth 4.0 and running Android 7.0 (Nougat) or higher.

								Due to the different specifications of the individual smartphone manufacturers that use Android, pairing the RaceChip with the RaceChip app is currently problematic with the following devices:

									Huawei / Honor: For individual Huawei and Honor devices with Android 7 (Nougat), connection problems may occur at the moment.
	Xiaomi: Please note that the option "Force dark mode" for our application on Xiaomi smartphones causes problems with the frontend of our application. Please check if this option is enabled if you see problems on the frontend.


							

						

					

				

			

		

		

	



                


    
        
            You are visiting racechip.com

            Would you like to switch to our US shop racechip.us?

            Yes, please redirect me
            Continue on racechip.com

            


        

    



    







    
    
    
